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Abstract. A fourth-order accurate finite difference method is developed for a class of fourth 
order nonlinear two-point boundary value problems. The method leads to a pentadiagonal 
scheme in the linear cases, which often arise in the beam deflection theory. The convergence 
of the method is tested numerically on examples from the literature. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the non-linear differential equation of order four given by 
y+)(x) = f(x, y), a 5 x 5 b (1.1) 
with boundary conditions 
y(a) = ~1, y(b) = A2, y”(a) = BI, y”(b) = B2 (1.2) 
where Al, A2, Bl, and B2 are finite constants. Particular problems of the form (1.1) 
and (1.2) occur in the beam deflection theory, see [3,4]. The authors of [l] have discussed 
in detail the existence considering a differential equation of order 2n and used iterative 
technique to solve the above system. Some finite difference methods for solving this 
boundary value problem are discussed in 121. R ecently we [5,6] developed multiderivative 
methods of order two, four and six by using the technique of Padk approximants to find 
an approximate solution of such system. 
In this paper we report an economical convergent method of order four and test it 
numerically on some examples. 
2. THE FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD 
We introduce the set of mesh points 
X n=u+nh, - h = (a - 4 
(N + 1) ’ n = O(l)N + 1. 
Here N is suitable positive integer. We define the discretization error, e, = Yn - Y, 
where Y, = y(zn) and Yn is its numerical approximation; we also define fn = f(r,, yn). 
The numerical method to be discussed is based on the recurrence relation [see 61; 
y(z - 2h) - Py(z - h) + Qy(z) - Py(z + h) -t y(z + 2h) = 0 
where P = exp (hD) + exp (-hD) + exp (ihD) + exp (-ihD) 
and 
(2.1) 
Q = 2 + [exp(hD) + exp(-hD)][exp(ihD) + exp(-ihD)], with i = fl, and D = 2. 
Using the (3,3) Pad& approximant for the exponential functions in relation (2.1), we 
get a sixth-order multiderivative method (see 161). Th en neglecting terms higher than 
h4, we get the following scheme; 
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794y 2” + 204yt;), - yt;;] + &yp) = 0 
while use of (1,4) Pad& approximant in (2.1) gives; 
b4Yn - & [ 6~::; + 6Oly&,l + 253y,, tiV) + 6Oly$‘1 + 6 y;;a] + &h8y$ = 0 
Combining these two relations such that the h8 terms are cancelled, we get our accurate 
method of order four as follows: 
b4yn = h4 2 crfm--r + Zn(h), m = 2(1)N - 1 (2.2) 
-2 
where the parameters C, are given by 
53 4972 18722 
c-2 = c2 = -28560; c-1=c1= 28560; co = 28560. 
The truncation error T,(h) = &h8yE), m = 2(1)N - 1. 
The scheme (2.2) gives us N - 2 equations in the N unknowns yl , y2, . . . , yN. Two 
further equations are derived from the derivative boundary conditions (1.2). Thus at the 
boundaries, we use the following schemes: 
-2~0 + 5~1 - 4y2 + y3 = -h2y; + h4 ed,f, + Tl(h) 
r=O 
-2yN+l + 5yN - 4yN-1 + yN-2 = -h2&+l + h4 ed,fNmr+l + ?-N(h) 
r=O 
(2.3) 
where do = &,, dl = E, d2 = &, d3 = &, and T1(h) = tlh y, 8 (8), TN(h) = 
tlh8yg), t1 =-a. 
The convergence of the method can be proved on the similar lines of [6]. 
A RELATED BEAM (CLAMPED BEAM) 
Consider now (1.1) with boundary conditions 
y(a) = Al, y(b) = A2, ~‘(a) = Dl, y’(b) = D2 (3.1) 
where Al, AQ, D1, and D2 are finite constants. Existence and uniqueness of solutions 
for this case also are discussed in [l]. The discretization of (1.1) will again be taken to be 
(2.2). Scheme (2.3) must now be replaced, however, because of the first-order derivative 
boundary conditions. We will use the following: 
11 




yN-2 - ZyN-1 + 9yN - 2 ‘yN+l = -3hyb+l + h’~WN-r+l + TN(h) 
r=O 
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where 
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b =L b =i!!! b =13 
cl 35' 1 280' 2 70' b=-A, 
G(h) = &h8d8) and TN (h) = -& h8y$). 
It can easily be proved that the method is convergent and is O(h*) which can be proved 
on the similar lines of [6). 
4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
The methods discussed in sections 2 and 3 were tested on two nonlinear problems from 
the literature. All the computations were done on the IBM 3083 computer. 
Problem 1. 
Y(~‘) = 6exp(-4y) -I- 12(1-t z)-’ 
with y(0) = 0, y(1) = ln2, y”(0) = -1, y”(1) = -0.25. The exact solution is y(z) = 
ln(l + z). This problem is solved using the fourth-order method (2.2) and (2.3) for 
N = 8, 16, 32; the corresponding ]]E]] obt ained are shown in Table I. The numerical 
results verify that our method achieves convergence and is better than the fourth-order 
methods of Chawla and Katti [2] and Agarwal and Akrivis [l], in a sense, that same 
amount of computation is needed. Four iterations were needed to achieve the results. 
Problem 2. 
This problem consists of the same differential equation as in Problem 1 with the 
boundary conditions 
y(0) = 0, y(1) =ln2, y'(0) = 1, Y'(l) =Oa5. 
The theoretical solution is againy(z) = ln(1 + z). 
This problem is solved using scheme (2.2) and (3.2). the ]]E]] obtained are shown 
in Table I. These numerical-experiments show that the method achieves fourth-order 
accuracy; i.e., halving the stepsire h reduces ]]E]] by a factor of 2-4 approximately. 
Again four iteration were needed. The method is better than the method of Chawla and 
Katti [2] where the scheme for the first derivative boundary conditions is replaced by 
(3.2). 
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5, CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A fourth-order accurate method has been developed for a class of fourth-order two- 
point nonlinear boundary problems. Linear problems of this type arise in beam deflection 
theory. The method is convergent and is tested on two nonlinear problems existing in the 
literature. The method performs as expected and gives better results than the methods 
it has been compared with. It is remarked that the method is even better than the 
method of Twisell and Tirmisi [6] based on the (2,3) Pad6 approximant which involves 
derivatives of f (x, y) up to order four and which may not be easy to obtain in nonlinear 
problems. Newton-Raphson method along with a quindiagonal solver is used to solve 
the nonlinear problems. Four iterations were needed. It is an easy exercise to apply our 
method on linear problems and gives better results than the existing methods of order 
four. We do not report these results here due to space limitation. 
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Table I. llEl[ for th e nonlinear problems (Problems 1 and 2). 
Problem 1 Problem 2 
h Method Chawla & Katti Method Chawla & 
(2.2) & (2.3) (2) (2.2) & (3.2) Katti 
118 0.13 - 0 5 0.28 - 05 0.106 - 06 0.248 - 06 
l/16 0.79 - 07 0.14 - 06 0.702 - 08 0.185 - 07 
l/32 0.15 - 08 0.76 - 08 0.421 - 09 0.121 - 08 
